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Abstract
A concept, design or other artefact is p-creative when
it is simultaneously novel and valuable for a specific
individual. This is defined by contrast to h-creative
artefacts, which are novel and valuable for a society
as a whole. When we talk about p-creativity in com-
putational systems we usually mean that something is
creative to the system itself: the system has its own
experiences and goals, and with them judges novelty
and value. We propose an alternative approach aimed
at simulating what a specific human user will find
p-creative in order to stimulate that user towards p-
creative behaviour. We define a framework for simulat-
ing curiosity, explore several domains in which it could
be applied, and describe some preliminary results from
a system designed to suggest papers for students to read
that they would find surprising. We end the paper with
a discussion of how this model can be extended to gen-
erate framing narratives that combine content from dif-
ferent artefacts that encourages p-creative behaviour.

Introduction
An artefact observed by a creative agent (human or artificial)
is p-creative (“psychologically” creative) when that agent
considers it novel and valuable (Boden 2004), regardless of
whether other agents or the society as a whole would agree.
Increasing the number of such observations is clearly ben-
eficial for creativity, but we argue it may also be of benefit
outside creative domains. The more different kinds of food
we eat, the healthier we tend to be (Vadiveloo et al. 2015).
The more broadly we read fiction, the greater our ability to
understand others’ emotions (Kidd and Castano 2013). Em-
ployees with both breadth and depth – “t-shaped” people –
are sought out for their collaboration skills (Berger 2010). In
each of these situations it is seeking p-creative experiences,
rather than any specific goal, that is desirable. This paper de-
scribes a framework for interactive systems that encourage
p-creative behaviour in their users, with applications both
within and outside creativity.

Encouraging p-creative behaviour in a user is distinct
from encouraging creative behaviour in general. The major-
ity of computationally co-creative systems drive the user to-
wards their best estimate of h-creativity (or “historical” cre-
ativity – artefacts judged to be creative by society as whole).
Encouraging a user to pursue p-creativity requires knowing

what they will find novel and valuable. Our reasoning for
trying to directly encourage p-creativity is based on its im-
pact on the user’s motivations. Unexpected discoveries play
an important role in driving the user towards more creative
outcomes (Suwa, Gero, and Purcell 2000), a partial expla-
nation for which may be the impact of curiosity on learn-
ing and performance (Reio and Wiswell 2000). Our goal is
to develop creative systems capable of simulating the user’s
novelty and value functions with sufficient fidelity to sug-
gest p-creative actions. We hypothesise that these systems
may act as a kind of curiosity engine, repeatedly stimulating
curiosity and encouraging behavioural diversification.

This paper is structured in three parts. We first describe a
framework for this kind of system which we call the Person-
alised Curiosity Engine, or PQE (pronounced “pique”). We
then describe an initial prototype of one component of the
PQE system in the domain of text: a model of what makes
a document unexpected. We conclude with a discussion of
how the task of suggesting content in PQE systems could be
framed as a form of narrative generation.

PQE systems persuade their users to take p-creative ac-
tions by simulating their novelty and value functions in order
to stimulate their curiosity. They could be applied to creative
tasks as a way to overcome fixation (Purcell and Gero 1996)
and encourage diversity. They could also be applied to any
other situation in which diverse action is of benefit, such as
food or reading. PQE systems applied outside of tradition-
ally “creative” domains are a kind of persuasive computing
(Fogg 2009). These systems draw on computational creativ-
ity techniques to inspire curiosity and persuade users to con-
sider more diverse actions.

p-Creative experiences are motivating
Behaviour change systems are a class of persuasive interac-
tive system concerned with encouraging users to make sus-
tainable changes to their behaviour in domains like educa-
tion and health (Fogg 2002). Despite some early successes,
behaviour change has remained largely an unsolved prob-
lem, for the simple reason that old habits die hard (Klas-
nja, Consolvo, and Pratt 2011). Using extrinsic rewards
or social reinforcement to motivate significant sustained be-
haviour change is extraordinarily challenging, regardless of
whether technology is involved. Our approach leverages a
different motivator: curiosity.



An individual’s motivation to perform an activity can be-
long to two broad classes: the extrinsic motivation to per-
form an activity for a reward (e.g. money, status or grades),
and the intrinsic motivation to perform an activity for its own
sake. Intrinsic motivation leads to greater interest, confi-
dence, and performance (Ryan and Deci 2000).

Intrinsic motivation is tightly connected to the drive for
self determination and self growth, and represents a prin-
cipal source of enjoyment throughout life (Csikszentmiha-
lyi and Rathunde 1992). Curiosity is one model for in-
trinsic motivation: it is the drive to seek novel stimuli
for the sake of learning alone (Merrick and Maher 2009;
Barto, Singh, and Chentanez 2004). The state of curiosity
(as distinct from the trait of curiosity, see (Berlyne 1966))
has been modeled as seeking stimuli that are new enough to
arouse interest but not so new as to cause disgust (Saunders
and Gero 2001), and as seeking stimuli that most improve
one’s model of the world (Schmidhuber 2010).

Our approach leverages these cognitive models to simu-
late the curiosity of an individual and suggest recipes that
will best stimulate their intrinsic motivational drive. Past
computational models of curiosity have been used to gen-
erate novel content (Saunders and Gero 2001; Merrick and
Maher 2009). Our approach differs in that we will simulate
what an individual user will find curious, rather than imbue
curiosity within an intelligent interactive system.

PQE: The Personalised Curiosity Engine
The PQE framework is a high-level approach to building
systems that encourage p-creative behaviour, both in cre-
ative domains and everyday life. The underlying assump-
tion is that a human user is engaged in taking actions within
a particular domain with the goal of having p-creative expe-
riences. The actions a user takes will always include engag-
ing with artefacts within the domain, but may also include
creating new ones. For example, in a music domain the user
can listen to tracks composed by others, and may or may
not be engaged in composition herself. In a cooking domain
the user will eat and/or cook recipes written by others, and
may or may not create her own. Describing interactions with
our framework this abstractly lets us also apply it in cases
where the user is not creating new artefacts, such as helping
a graduate student discover new research papers and topics.
This parallels the notion of a “serendipitous” recommenda-
tion (Herlocker et al. 2004), a notion which has also been
studied in creative contexts (Corneli et al. 2014), although
we avoid that term as it evokes the notion of such discov-
eries occurring by chance. Our long-term hypothesis is that
repeatedly engaging with p-creative stimuli suggested by a
PQE system would, over time, diversify a user’s preferences.

Simulating p-creative evaluation in PQE
To make p-creative suggestions to our user (i.e. stimulate
them towards p-creative behaviour) we must first estimate
what they will find p-creative (i.e. simulate their evaluation
of p-creativity). Standard models of novelty are built from
the system’s knowledge, with the assumption that it reflects
the domain as a whole. In our case we must first develop a
novelty model based on the knowledge of the user.

Techniques for approximating the knowledge (for novelty
modelling) and preferences (for value modelling) of an indi-
vidual fall under the area of personalisation and user mod-
elling (Kay 1994). Modelling the value function of an indi-
vidual (their “p-value”, by analogy to p-creativity) requires
knowing that individual’s preferences within the domain.

Perhaps the most common paradigm for modelling pref-
erences is the recommender system (Ricci, Rokach, and
Shapira 2011). Recommenders use a model of the user
and/or the items to select a set of results likely to be cho-
sen by the user. The goal of these approaches is to use
the preference ratings of a small set of known artefacts to
estimate preferences across the whole domain. Very effi-
cient algorithms exist for both user-based (“collaborative”)
and item-based (“content-based”) preference modelling, and
systems implementing those models are near-universal in
online commerce. These preference models present a nat-
ural starting point for simulating users’ value functions.

Modelling individual novelty (i.e. “p-novelty”) is more
complex. Our previous work has developed models of
novelty based on expectations (Grace and Maher 2014;
Grace et al. 2015). We define a novel artefact as one that
violates an observer’s expectations, where those expecta-
tions are based on the observer’s past experiences (Baldi and
Itti 2010). This makes novelty fundamentally subjective: to
simulate the novelty of an individual one must estimate their
knolwedge of the domain. We propose an approach to sim-
ulating a user’s novelty that does not require a full record of
what domain artefacts they have observed.

Stimulating p-creative behaviour in PQE
We propose systems that encourage p-creative behaviour by
making suggestions for what actions to take. The simplest
approach to delivering suggestions to the users is to wait for
the user to query the PQE system and then provide a list of
suggestions as a kind of search result. This is the approach
adopted by recommender systems: the user is known to be
looking for something, so tailor the information that is re-
trieved based on the available user model. While simple to
implement, this approach may not effectively stimulate p-
creative behaviour. Firstly, users may not be in a mindset
compatible with the “search” metaphor, as they may be ac-
tively creating or acting independently.

Suggestions, like creative artefacts, might reasonably be
expected to be more appreciated when explained (Moran
and Carroll 1996). This draws to mind the concept of cre-
ative systems that provide framing for their generative acts
(Charnley, Pease, and Colton 2012). One possibility for go-
ing beyond simple recommendation is to provide compelling
framing alongside the suggestions made by our systems, an
approach we discuss later in this paper.

Structure of the PQE framework
The structure of the framework can be seen in Figure 1. PQE
Users provide feedback on their actions in the domain in the
form of preferences and what surprises them. This feedback
is used to estimate their value and novelty functions respec-
tively. This feedback may be prompted in response to ob-
serving a specific new artefact, or it may come in the form



Figure 1: The three processes of the domain-general PQE
framework and how they interact with a user to encourage
p-creative behaviour.

of more general questions about likes, dislikes, familiarities
and surprises. This feedback is then used by the novelty sim-
ulator and value simulator processes.

The value simulator’s task is to estimate the user’s value
function for the whole domain, given information about
some subset of that domain for which feedback has been
provided. This feedback comes in the form of preferences
or ratings: value judgements of artefacts, attributes of arte-
facts, or classes to which artefacts belong. The value sim-
ulator process must infer the user’s values across the whole
domain (their personal “value function”) from this feedback.
It may draw on knowledge about the relationships between
artefacts and/or users to do so.

The novelty simulator’s task parallels that of the value
simulator: it must estimate the user’s novelty function for
the whole domain feedback. Like the user’s value feedback,
this comes in the form of judgements about novelty. The
user reports that they find some artefacts or features to be
low-novelty (“unsurprising”) and others high-novelty (“sur-
prising”). Unlike the value simulator this sparse feedback is
insufficient to infer a novelty function for the domain. The h-
novelty model provides the required additional knowledge.

The h-novelty model is based on our prior work in
expectation-based models of novelty. These models take
the entire database and construct a set of expectations in the
form of conditional probabilities. PQE uses this model to
provide a similarity metric that the novelty simulator can use
to compare objects that the user has rated to objects that they
have not. This similarity metric treats objects that are based
on similar expectations as being similar. This results in esti-
mates of how surprising a user will find a new artefact that
are based on how surprising they have found similar com-
binations of surprising features elsewhere. For example, a
user who found a mix of sweet and sour flavours totally un-
surprising in a stir fry recipe will likely find the same combi-
nation unsurprising in a salad. This then allows the novelty
simulator to operate in the same way that the value simulator
does: using known ratings to infer unknown ones.

The suggestion generator uses the inferred value and
novelty functions to provide recommendations to the user.
These are intended to influence what areas of the domain
the user explores (i.e. what artefacts they observe, create,
consume or otherwise engage with). We do not specify the
exact form these suggestions may take, but examples include

search results or a single recommended action.
The PQE framework is applicable to computational co-

creativity contexts (in which a human’s creative acts are be-
ing supported or enhanced), but also to other domains that
are not traditionally considered “creative”. Discovering new
things that are simultaneously novel and valuable to you can
happen in any domain, this is a core component of the no-
tion of everyday creativity (Runco and Richards 1997). In
the following section we describe an pilot implementation
of one component of the framework, the h-novelty model, in
the domain of research papers.

Applying PQE to Research Papers
We are prototyping PQE in the domain of research papers,
as part of an eventual future system that encourages students
to read more broadly. Research papers are an example of a
creative domain where unexpected discoveries are valuable
and may lead to future creative research acts that generate
their own papers. Our current goal is to understand what
makes a research paper unexpected and to build an h-novelty
model for this domain. The implementation presented here
does not yet include personalisation.

In this paper we describe one promising model of research
paper novelty, and demonstrate some preliminary results in
the form of highly novel and highly not novel papers. Our
next step will be to validate these results against the novelty
judgements of humans who are experts in the research field
of the papers in our corpus. If the experts are in agreement,
then they can be expected to correlate with h-creativity in
this domain (Amabile 1996).

For the purposes of these experiments we use a database
of 298,000 research paper abstracts from the ACM Digital
Library1. These documents span many of the most promi-
nent journals, magazines and conferences in computing re-
search. Abstracts were used as a summary of each paper.

Modelling expectations in text
For this prototype we defined novelty as exhibiting unex-
pected conceptual combinations, a kind of relational expec-
tation (Grace et al. 2015). In this section we explain the
details of the process by which we identify concepts within
text documents, compute their relationships, and then assess
the unexpectedness of the combinations that appear in ab-
stracts of the published papers.

We adopt a topic modelling approach to inducing con-
cepts from our corpus (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). A topic
model is a probabilistic graphical model (a type of statisti-
cal model) for learning the themes that occur in a collection
of documents. First each document is represented as a “bag
of words”, an approach that ignores word order and context
in order to provide a unified vector representation for each
document. These models then produce a set of “topics”,
each consisting of a distribution over all the words in the
corpus. This is based on the modelling assumption that top-
ics are a probabilistic mixture of all the words in the corpus.
Words which feature strongly in a topic are assigned a rel-
atively high probability. For example, our model produced

1http://dl.acm.org



a topic which assigned the greatest probability mass to the
words “network”, “node”, “protocol”, “communicat+”2, and
“rout+”. This topic clearly relates to computer networking.

Documents are then assigned different proportions of
each topic, as in a mixture model. For example a paper on
the Internet of Things may be drawn from 60% the above
networking topic and 40% from a combination of topics
about sensing, the Internet and experimentation. Topics
are not labelled by the system and they are not guaranteed
to be comprised of a single theme that is easily human-
comprehensible, but they are usually at least moderately in-
terpretable as in the example above.

We base our model of expectations on an extension of the
basic topic modelling algorithm called a Correlated Topic
Model, or CTM (Blei and Lafferty 2007). The advantage
of this specific algorithm is that it allows for topics to be
more or less correlated, i.e. the networking topic described
above occurs more frequently with a topic about cyberse-
curity than it does with a topic about image recognition, as
those themes are more conceptually related. This forms the
basis of our expectation model: topics are concepts inferred
from the dataset, and the correlations between topics give us
a basis for what combinations of concepts are unexpected.
Our prototype uses the R package “STM” (Roberts, Stewart,
and Tingley 2014) to construct these models (STM is an-
other topic model extension that is equivalent to a fast CTM
implementation in some configurations). We use the default
number of topics, 40, in our investigation.

In our previous models of relational expectation we have
argued that the overall novelty of an artefact should be equal
to the most novel concept or combination of concepts within
that artefact (Grace et al. 2015). As a thought experiment on
why we prefer this approach over averaging or combining
multiple surprising artefact components, consider two fish.
The first fish is slightly longer than expected, a slightly un-
expected shade of blue, and has slightly bigger eyes than
you would normally see. The second fish is physically unre-
markable but can sing like a classically-trained soprano.

Our model of expectation bases the novelty of a text as the
lowest (i.e. highest negative) correlation coefficient among
all pairs of topics significantly present in that text, and the
proportion of the document which contains that pair. We de-
termine whether a topic is “significantly present” in a docu-
ment using a topic proportion threshold of 0.1 (i.e. the doc-
ument is at least 10% comprised of that topic). The for-
mula can be seen in Equation 1, given a document d =
[ti, tj , . . . , tn] consisting of the set of topics significantly
present. ti and tj are pair of topics in d which have the
lowest (i.e. highest negative) correlation coefficient.

(
CovMatti,tj

/
min

k=1...K,l=1...K
(CovMatk,l)

)
∗

2(min(prop(d, ti), prop(d, tj)))

(1)

2We use “+” to denote a stem formed from the combination of
multiple words with the same root, e.g. “communicate”, “commu-
nication’ and “communicator”. Singular word forms are always
combined with their plurals and are not marked.

Where CovMat is the covariance matrix for the topic
model and prop(d, t) is a function that returns the propor-
tion of a document d that is comprised of a topic t. The
first term is the novelty of the document’s most novel topic
combination, expressed as a proportion of the most novel
topic combination in the model. The second term is twice
the smaller of the smaller of the two proportions of the doc-
ument that come from the novel topics. The product of the
two gives the normalised unexpectedness of the most un-
expected topic combination weighted by how much of the
document is made up of that combination.

The second term of the novelty equation was originally
a sum of the two topic proportions, but we found this to
favour documents that just passed the significance threshold
with one topic, and were thus not particularly surprising. We
adopted the minimum of the two topic proportions to weight
our novelty measure towards documents that contained sub-
stantial amounts of both unexpected topics.

A document composed of 50% of each the two most novel
topics in the model would be given a novelty of 1. A doc-
ument containing at-most independent topics would have a
novelty of 0. Documents containing only positively corre-
lated topics have negative novelty. Documents containing
a lot of a moderately novel topic combination will be rated
more novel than documents containing only a little of the
most novel pair of topics.

Results
The top five words of each of the 20 topics in our CTM
trained on the ACM Digital Library’s abstracts were:

1. image+, method, object, use, surfac+
2. application, service, mobile, provide+, resourc+
3. model, simulat+, use, process, operat+
4. comput+, will, student, learn, course
5. program, languag, code, use, implement+
6. system, design, develop, softwar, tool
7. perform, memor+, parallel, execut+, processor
8. search, propos+, method, feature, result
9. network, node, protocol, sensor, rout+

10. user, inform+, web, content, use
11. data, quer+, database, efficien+, large
12. algorithm, problem, graph, comput+, time
13. framework, structur+, specif+, approach, relat+
14. method, test, measur+, predict, use
15. result, analys+, evaluat+, stud+, effect
16. problem, strateg+, agent, decision, mechan+
17. power, design, energ+, circuit, propos+
18. interact, user, use, interface, game
19. secur+, attack, policy, privacy, can
20. research, social, stud+, group, communit+

The majority of these topics have clear meanings within
the domain of computer science research. For example,
topic 2 is clearly about mobile services and their associated
infrastructure, while topic 5 is clearly about programming
languages and their features. Topics 6, 8, 13, 14, and 15
relate to the language used to describe research itself, rather
than specific sub-fields of content. Topics 4, 7, 17, 18 and 19



clearly refer to specific research topics, respectfully comput-
ing education, parallel computing, chip engineering, human-
computer interaction, and cybersecurity. We have not per-
formed any formal verification of the validity of this model,
but they pass casual inspection as reasonably reflective of
the abstracts from the ACM digital library.

Using this model we present three of the most unexpected
and three of the most expected papers from our dataset of
abstracts. In each case we provide a link that can be used
to view the abstracts at the ACM Digital Library. The three
highly surprising documents can be seen in Table 1

The first paper in Table 1 combines Topic 2 (mobile ser-
vice infrastructure) with a Topic 12 (algorithms research).
While to a casual observer these seem highly related topics,
they are actually fairly contra-indicated within computing
research. Mobile services are a highly applied topic, while
algorithms are basic research. The abstract for this paper
is also highly unusual, containing mathematical formalisms
to describe the problem the paper solves. The topic model
picked up on this abstract’s unusual wording.

The second paper in Table 1 has an extremely short ab-
stract, which appears to have resulted in the topic model
assigning very concentrated topic proportions to it. This ab-
stract belongs to a magazine article, a format which does not
traditionally have article abstracts – closer inspection reveals
the abstract to be a pull quote from the first page. This, other
than highlighting the challenge of obtaining quality data
even from one of the most reputable archives of computing
research, shows the disadvantage of working with abstracts.
Neither of these papers is particularly novel-seeming, but
their abstracts are certainly highly atypical.

The third paper is the most traditionally “novel” accord-
ing to our topic model approach. The paper combines topic
20, which appears to be associated with social science in
computing, with topic 12, the algorithms and graph research
topic. This is because the paper describes algorithms for
finding particular kinds of groups of people in social graphs.
We also note that topic 12 was present in all of the top three
papers, and actually the top four most surprising topic com-
binations in the dataset. The algorithms research theme ap-
pears to the be most polarising of all twenty topics: it is
highly correlated and highly uncorrelated with many other
topics, and independent from few.

By contrast all three of the papers in Table 2 are highly
concentrated combinations of two most related topics in our
model: 13 and 5. Topic 5 is about programming languages,
while topic 13 is about the more ephemeral artefacts of com-
puting research: frameworks, approaches, models, and other
structures. In all three papers the abstract describes a new
structure (two frameworks and an approach) that contributes
to programming languages research in some way. This – for
better or worse – appears to be by far the least surprising
kind of paper in the ACM DL.

Our current prototype only consists of the h-novelty
model process in the PQE framework (see Figure 1). We are
developing a recommender systems approach to answering
user searches with a list of results that is simultaneously fit to
the query and novel to the user. In the following section we
discuss some of the shortcomings of this recommender sys-

tems approach, and describe an alternative interaction model
for PQE that draws more closely on computational creativity
techniques.

Beyond Recommendation: Narrative framing
for behavioural suggestions

The novelty model we presented above is one component of
the PQE architecture in Figure 1. We are in the process of
developing a complete implementation containing person-
alisation of both novelty and value as well as a suggestion
generator. In this section we discuss an approach to that
suggestion generation component that goes beyond the “rec-
ommender systems” paradigm of providing a list of results.
One problem with the recommendation approach is that it
ignores the iterative nature of the PQE task. It is not possi-
ble to build towards any artefact or concept that might not
be appreciable by the user given their current knowledge.

Result lists also do not typically provide a compelling
framing for why each suggestion was made. Explanations
have been incorporated into recommender systems (Tintarev
and Masthoff 2011), but to our knowledge they have not ex-
plicitly been designed to be compelling or persuasive. We
intend to compare the recommender systems model (provid-
ing an unordered, unframed set of suggestions) with a list
of suggestions designed to be consumed sequentially, with
each entry having accompanying framing. This framing will
explain what the user should look for in each artefact, and
what that will contribute to the overall goal of the sequence.

Our proposed system draws an analogy between this task
of ordering and explaining suggestions and plot generation.
Our system will be based on the Engagement-Reflection
(ER) model, which has previously been employed to charac-
terise plot generation (Pérez y Pérez and Sharples 2001), in-
terior design (Pérez y Pérez, Aguilar, and Negrete 2010) and
visual compositions (Pérez y Pérez, De Cossı́o, and Guer-
rero 2013), among other domains. In general terms, this
model is composed of elements, relations between those el-
ements, and actions that progress those relations. In the case
of storytelling the elements are the characters in the nar-
rative, between whom there exist emotional links and con-
flicts. Story-actions progress the tale by evolving those emo-
tional links and tensions between characters. The advan-
tage of this narrative analogy over viewing this as a planning
problem is the ability to model tension and interestingness.
A planning approach may produce a sequence of resources
to satisfy the goal, but we hypothesise that a narrative gen-
eration approach could additionally keep the user interested.

In our application of the ER model to framing for be-
havioural suggestion elements will be the “concepts” within
the domain, and their relationships will be determined by
how those concepts interact within the user’s past knowl-
edge. The story actions are a sequence of artefacts, each of
which introduces, relates, or elaborates on the user’s knowl-
edge about the concepts in the “plot”. The start of our
“story” is the the user’s current level of understanding of
the domain. The culmination is the user appreciating a de-
sired goal artefact that would not be comprehensible given
their current level of knowledge. Framing will be generated



Title URL Unexpected topic combination

1: “Facility location with Ser-
vice Installation Costs”

http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
982953

[algorithm, problem, graph, comput+, time] (43%)
&
[application, service, mobile, provide+, resourc+] (35%)

2: “Volunteer computing: the
ultimate cloud”

http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
1734164

[algorithm, problem, graph, comput+, time] (39%)
&
[comput+, will, student, learn, course] (36%)

3: “Star Search: Effective
Subgroups in Collaborative
Social Networks”

http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
2810062

[research, social, stud+, group, communit+] (31%)
&
[algorithm, problem, graph, comput+, time] (26%)

Table 1: The three most unexpected paper abstracts in our database.

Title URL Expected topic combination

1: “A simple rewrite notion
for call-time choice seman-
tics”

http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
1273947

[framework, structur+, specif+, approach, relat+] (43%)
&
[program, language, code, use, implement+] (43%)

2: “Constrained kinds” http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
2384675

[program, language, code, use, implement+] (43%)
&
[framework, structur+, specif+, approach, relat+] (42%)

3: “Slicing as a program trans-
formation”

http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?id=
1216375

[program, language, code, use, implement+] (50%)
&
[framework, structur+, specif+, approach, relat+] (42%)

Table 2: The three least unexpected paper abstracts in our database.

to explain each story action’s contribution towards the goal.

Engagement-Reflection for PQE suggestions
Figure 2 shows a schema of the ER model, with the engage-
ment state on the top and the reflection state underneath. The
process starts with a special instance of the Add Action pro-
cess in which the initial world state – characters and their
contexts – is added to the new action sequence. The model
then iteratively probes its memory to recall parts of previous
sequences that match, selects one action from a matching
sequence to add, and then adds it. After a certain number
of engagement cycles (3 in Mexica) reflection occurs and
the emerging sequence is evaluated for interestingness, co-
hesion and whether it fits provided constraints. When no
sufficiently similar stories exist in memory it enters Reflec-
tion to break the impasse, modifies the sequence, and then
returns to Engagement.

In PQE we propose that this cycle could take place within
the suggestion generator process, with the initial world state
being provided by the novelty and value models of the user.
ER requires a set of existing narratives that can be recalled
during the process, which would need to be learnt or pro-
vided. A separate process would need to select a (currently
unreachable due to being too novel) goal artefact for the ER
model to strive towards. This process of inferring a goal
from a particularly novel and/or valuable state parallels with

the model of specific curiosity in (Grace et al. 2017).

Inducing concepts for plot generation
Any implementation of the narrative suggestion process out-
lined above must grapple with defining what a “concept” is,
how they will be learned, and how they will relate. In order
to be useful for both PQE and ER, concepts are required to
have certain properties:

1. Concepts must capture the themes that characterise arte-
facts within the domain (i.e. be useful for describing arte-
fact meanings).

2. It must be possible to model the likelihood of concepts co-
occurring so that they can be used to form the h-novelty
model described in the PQE framework above.

3. Concepts must be comprehensible, so that the framing
process can communicate them to the user.

4. Concepts must be algorithmically learnable from the data.
Manual labelling or pruning may be appropriate, but the
process should be mostly automated.

5. Concepts must have a notion of accessibility – what other
concepts are sufficiently related that they should be ap-
preciable by a user who comprehends this concept. This
is required for the ER model to construct sequences of
artefacts that lead to an eventual goal.



Figure 2: The processes of the ER model as it will be inte-
grated with PQE. This cycle takes place inside the Sugges-
tion Generator process.

From these properties we can see that the topic model
representation described in this paper is likely insufficient.
It satisfies the first, second and fourth properties, and per-
haps the third as some methods for visually conveying topic
models have been developed (Chuang, Manning, and Heer
2012). Topic models offer no simple way to describe what
topics are adjacent or accessible to each other in terms of
learnability. We are pursuing ways to develop a model of the
concepts within research papers that also satisfies this fifth
property. One possibility is to use the citation networks that
exist between papers to characterise how new work builds
on old. Another possibility is to identify what is mentioned
when a paper is cited, and use that to infer what concepts a
paper explains.

What determines “tension” for a framing
narrative?
One role of the Reflection process in the ER model is to eval-
uate the interestingness of the emerging narrative by com-
paring it to a desired narrative structure. Narratives typi-
cally follow a degradation-improvement structure in which
the situation gets worse and worse for the characters before a
climactic moment after which things start to get better. This
may happen cyclically, often with degradations of increasing
magnitude. In ER this is called the tensional representation
of a narrative.

In the PQE narrative framing task tension is not derived
directly from the characters (the concepts in the artefacts
being suggested), but from the user’s knowledge of those
concepts. New concepts being introduced to the narrative
raise the tension, as they can be reasonably be expected to
increase the user’s confusion. Equally, concepts that are not
currently connected to the other concepts within the story in-
crease the tension, as the goal of these narratives is to render
a single specific goal artefact comprehensible. Story actions
(i.e. suggestions) that connect previously disparate concepts
will decrease tension. We will also investigate modelling
the tension between concepts that are (or seem) contradic-
tory, although this will require a more detailed representa-
tion than the current topic models approach provides.

Conclusion
The PQE framework describes how computational creativ-
ity techniques might be used to encourage users to diver-
sify their behaviour. The core principle of this framework is
suggesting p-creative actions, based on the hypothesis that
they will stimulate the user’s curiosity (their intrinsic moti-
vation to explore the domain). The PQE framework is also
an opportunity to apply computational creativity techniques
outside of domains that are traditionally thought of as “cre-
ative”. The approach applies to domains, such as education
and nutrition, where divergent behaviour is beneficial.

We have prototyped an h-novelty model, one component
of the PQE system, in the domain of research paper recom-
mendation. We model novelty in unstructured text docu-
ments using topic models, a machine learning approach that
induces the dominant “themes” of a database and describes
how they relate. We base our novelty model on papers that
exhibit unexpected combinations of these topics. Our proto-
type, which operates only on research paper abstracts rather
than the full text, can successfully identify abstracts that are
highly novel as well as those that are highly conventional.
We are working on developing this novelty model into a
recommender-based system that can suggest papers that are
simultaneously fit to the user’s search queries, and surprising
according to their knowledge of the domain.

We also describe our plans to incorporate this novelty
model into a system that provides a specific sequence of
artefact suggestions along with explanations of why the user
should engage with each. This is based on treating the p-
creativity stimulating suggestion task as one of narrative
generation. We propose a approach based on the ER model
that describes how such a system could construct a com-
pelling journey through the domain, building at each step
the user’s capacity to appreciate a goal artefact.

In summary, our key contribution in this paper is an ap-
proach to suggesting unexpected research papers by identi-
fying novel combinations of topics. We show how we can
select documents that include topic combinations that have
a very low probability of occurring together. We use a bag
of words representation for each paper and the Correlated
Topic Model algorithm to generate the distribution and cor-
relation of topics across the corpus of research papers. We
propose that this core element of our co-creative system has
the potential to deliver surprising research papers to a stu-
dent at a minimum, and beyond that to provide a plan for
generating a surprising research paper by suggesting unusual
combinations of topics for new research papers.
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